Maintenance Bundles

Maintenance Bundles provide a cost effective solution to those customers seeking a moderate amount of
change to be made to their web solution, usually over a period of time. Web sites are evolving entities and as such
should grow and adjust to the various needs of the site’s users. Maintenance Bundles simply allow savings to be a
part of this essential process.
How It Works
To enable your organization to be a phone call away from new ideas, choose a Maintenance Bundle
from the list below and notify your dedicated Archose Solutions Architect. The bundle will be added to an
existing invoice or billed separately. The maintenance time provided by your Bundle will then be added to your
maintenance pool. Purchasing multiple bundles simply adds more time to your pool. Don’t worry, we’ll keep
track of how much time you have. To utilize your maintenance time, simply:
1. Contact your dedicated Archose Solutions Architect.
2. Your Solutions Architect will provide the approximate number of hours needed.
3. If you choose to accept...
4. Archose delivers.
What You Get
When purchasing a Maintenance Bundle, you remove the burden of having to be familiar with web
technologies and allow a better use of your organizations time and resources to be focused elsewhere. Let Archose
provide you with the service you already trust at a discounted rate. Compare the Current Rate with the Cost Per
Hour provided by a Maintenance Bundle and see the savings. Also, the time purchased with your Bundle is fully
transferable between projects and never expires!
Choose A Bundle
Choose a bundle today and give your organization a cost effective means of taking the headache out of
web site evolution.
Maintenance Time
5 hours
15 hours
25 hours

Cost Per Hour Bundle Price
$22.40
$20
$17.52

$112
$300
$438

Savings
10%
20%
30%

Current Rate
$25/hour
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